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When I first started writing columns

\ for The Gamecock three years ago, I
; was considered the ultimate moder;ate, especially compared to some of
my colleagues. Today, I'm labeled,
mistakenly, as a liberal Yankee.

\ Well, let me clear that label up.
Most South Carolinians don't seem

I to understand that Maryland is consideredpart of the South by many of
;its resfdegfj^311jof.the United
" States, plus most atlases and statis'tical surveys. The only reason it
i stayed in the union 133 years ago
1 was because it was coerced to stay:
J through martial law.
j And the idea that I am a main5stream George McGovern-type liberalis laughable. Compared to a

I Nazi I might be, but compared to
most normal citizens in the Ameri>can democracy, I am still the moderateI always have been.

J Now of course, criticizing both the
national and S.C. Republican parties
is my specialty: it's really hard not to
be critical of them. But in past
columns, I have also spouted off
against extremism of any sort,
against creating black-majority districts,for more capital punishment
and for basing foreign policy decisionson economics.
These are definitely not "liberal"

views.
My other speciality is examining

the Clinton presidency with a decent
level of intelligence. Sometimes, this
material is praiseworthy, and sometimesquite critical. But I definitely
give him a fair chance. Yes, I tend to
support the man and his policies,
but I'm the first to point out his mistakesand character flaws.
However, I don't consider Clinton

the anti-Christ as so many misguid-
ed people seem to do. It amazes me
that Republicans of all types hate the
Clintons with such a passion.
During the '80s, Democrats were

critical of Reagan and Bush, but they
didn't pledge their hate towards Republicansthemselves. Democrats
even tried to cooperate to a certain
extent on accomplishing policies
that would benefit the citizens of the
United States; that's what officeholdersare supposed to do.
But Republicans are too busy conductinga full-scale character-assassinationcampaign against the presidentof the United States to actuallycreate any worthwhile policy ideas
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or compromise with the administration.They don't seem to care who
they hurt as long as they win the
White House in 1996.

Personally, I find this extremely
counterproductive attitude disgusting,intolerant and anti-Christian. This
state's Christian Coalition, which runs
the GOP, spouts hatred and intolerancetowards anybody not like them:
homosexuals, Catholics, Jews, blacks,
Asians, open-minded Protestants. The
list goes on and on.
To the contrary of what GOP propagandaclaims, the Clinton presidencydoes represent the country's

best chance to achieve true progress:
health care reform, welfare reform,
stricter gun control, better schools
and an overall more tolerant, compassionategovernment and society.

I don't consider shrinking the
middle class, nearly bankrupting the
nation through massive deficit
spending and promoting severe intoleranceand borderline hatred
needful "reform" as we saw under
the Reagan and Bush administrations.

Well, I guess that will be my last
Republican crack in The Gamecock.
On May 14,1 will graduate, and my
conservative critics will no longer
have the pleasure of reading my
columns.

I appreciate all the letters of verbalcomments I have gotten in the
past. That means my ideological op-
ponents respect me enough to read
my material. That must mean 1 made
some good points.
By the way, as the first member of

the Hall of Shame, Wesley, when am
I getting my plaque? Thanks for
reading and good luck.

The Gamecock wishes Gordon
Manliergood luck at The Greenville
News and thanks himforfouryears
ofdiligent service and liberal dogma.Break a leg, Gordo!
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are misleading and totally inaccurate, shelter.

First, contrary to the misinformation Following:
of Ms. von Karowsky, research con- release, the \
ducted by Dr. Wolf, an internationally mals availabli
recognized scientist, was not cancelled, ty. lne only a
but repeatedly funded by the Navy. The those unwani
work was thoroughly reviewed and are to be kill<
found meritorious by a panel of emi- year 1993, th
nent scientists in the field. The project ter was fbrcet
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important part of medical education, and regulat
A majority of medical schools do use oversight. D<
animals in teaching programs. The less than 11
use of all animals in the USC teaching used, while n

program has been carefully evaluated percent. The
by the faculty. Computer simulations and Use Con
and models are used; however, per- community;
forming certain key exercises teaches tion, as well;
concepts that are vital to clinical situ- entists, review
ations facing physicians. Physicians' firm that the
patients are not computers, but com- treatment of
plex, living beings. The animals used Every studt
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Pornography, eroi
Pornography and eroticism are not the same

thing. Eroticism, rooted in "eros," the personificationor passion of love, involves positive choice,
free-will, yearning for a particular partner. Pornographyon the other hand, begins with "porno,"
meaning prostitution or "female captives," thereforesignifying domination and violence.

Yet in our books, movies, television shows and
minds, the two are often endlessly intertwined. So often,stories of "love" are only examples of dehuma/iizationand objectification of another human being.

Erotica involved knowing your deepest self. Your
Dody opens itseii to tne deepest sensual responses.Erotica is love expressed physically but also spiritually. the ultimate experience of love beyond
just the physical. Sex is viewed as a gift to be shared,
the desire for it rooted in a longing to unite completelywith another person. Once having experiencedthe fullness of this depth of feeling and havingrecognized its power, in honor and self-respect,
we can require no less of ourselves again. Not a tall
order, just reality. We then see pornography in all
its hate and dehumanization.
Examples of erotica are difficult to find in our culture,for the media seldom offers straightforward

eroticism without pornography sprinkled in to furtherconfuse the two. Similarly, in Louis Malle's
movie "Damage," Jeremy Irons plays a respected
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movie is extremely erotic in its depiction of the tormentedlovers. And notably, the lovers treat each
others as equals. There is no sexual domination introducedas normal or desirable.
While erotica encourages heightening of the sensesto better enjoy pleasure, pornography requires

repression of feelings to further the myth that
women enjoy domination and degradation. Pornographydemands a conqueror and a victim because

r .1
it requires power or one person over anotner.
Most often, though, this new "accepted" pornographyinvolves the victimization ofwomen. And it

comes in unexpected places like our literature books.
In Robbe-Grillet's "The Secret Room," we read of

the brutal murder of a woman the author describes
as fragile and vulnerable. In his homage to Symbolistpainter Gustave Moreau, Robbe-Grillet artisticallysavors human sacrifice. Detailed, erotic passagessurround the slaying of a woman, obviously
suggesting that there are erotic pleasures to be
found in female victimization. Through beautiful
descriptive passages, our erotic senses are heightithetized
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famous in society
ened. We read in appreciation of the author's abilityto bring us into the secret room. While in this
heightened state, he brings the reader to a climax
with the awareness that we have just enjoyed the
slow, methodical death of a beautiful human being.
Ifwe are not sickened by this, if you do not feel betrayedby the author, then we have become desensitizedto human victimization.

Exploitative images ofwomen such as those promotedby Playboy's Hugh Hefner may seem innocent,but they contribute to today's atrocities in
pornography. The danger in Playboy is that it is an
accepted version.
Have you ever noticed the physical positions of

the nude models? I am reminded of a lone dog corneredby a pack. When it has given up, the captured
prey usuany raus to tne ground ana exposes its
most vulnerable part, the neck, in an act of submission.Notice the necks of these models. Notice
their vulnerable positions. Let us make that distinction.Don't let it pass you by that you are being
sent the message that sexual domination is normal.

Ifwe choose to think of pornography as eroticism,we rob ourselves of ever having a society in
which men and women can relate to each other as
human beings with dignity and worth. And even

worse, we will never know what it means to have
truly loved someone.

Vicky Holmes is an English senior.
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Physics graduate student


